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NEW AHPS MEMBERS

Welcome Arnold O . Moelk (1845), Kalamazoo,
MI 49003 ; Stuart I . Gelman (1846), Clark, NJ
07066 ; Juan B . Cardenas (1847) Miami, FL
33145 ; O. Z. Sellinger (1848), Ann Harbor,
MI 48103 ; Karl Haring (1849), Chadds Ford,
PA 19317 ; Chris Fuchs (1850), Reno, NV
89505 ; Stephen Smigeski (1851), Fairmont,
WV 26554 ; Dr . Peter A . Garuccio (1852).
Scottsdale, AZ 85251 ; and Mrs . Annie Weber-
Keller (1853), Zurich, Switzerland.
And, back in the fold: Frank Simonetti (1299),
Brooklyn, NY 11237.
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from the EDITOR'S DESK
INVITATIONS

AHPS members and American Helvetians attending
"London 1980" are cordially invited to a Get-To-
gether Meeting sponsored by the British Helvetia
Philatelic Society on Monday, May 12, 5 :30 to 7 :30
p .m . Details will be posted at the exhibition or
printed in the program.

Also, our British dealer/member, H . L . Katcher, invites all Swiss collectors to use his
Amateur Collector's dealers booth as a rendez-vous and sign-in center during the show.

WELCOMES . . .
AHPS welcomes another Swiss auctioneer, Mrs . A. Weber-Keller of Wetzikon ZH,

as an overseas member. Mrs. Weber specializes in Swiss postal stationery, entires,
picture postcards and unusual cancellations in her twice-a-year mail only auctions.
For her exact address or announcement of dates, watch the ads.

The January newsletter of the AHPS Postal History Study Group introduced their
new member, Paul Olsen (AHPS 1249) of Herlev, Denmark . Paul is a member of four
Swiss collector societies as well as the Copenhagen Philatelic Society . His main in-
terests are pre-stamp letters from Switzerland to other countries and early activities in
the Canton of Bern.

For our new members — the PHSG is operated by AHPS for the purpose of ex-
changing and disseminating information on all aspects of Swiss postal history . Mem-
bers specializing in this field are invited to belong . Charles LaBlonde (AHPS 1190) is
chairman.

WORTHY REPEAT . . .
F . S . Lesser wrote the following in the BHPS newsletter : "The new breed of col-

lector, the investor, may be viewed as a threat to philately as a whole, but how many
among them were not philatelists to start with, or at least knowledgeable as to the
value of a postage stamp as a collector's item? On the other hand, the acquisition of
selected philatelic material purely for inflation-proof 'shelter' reasons removes much
material from the collecting public . Yet, any truly involved philatelist does not mind
competing and may, in fact, make out better in the long run just as real love over-
comes many immediate problems.

So don't let us lose heart in the face of the continuing climb in prices. A £5 stamp
in the late 30's meant as much sacrifice as a £100 ' investment' today. Or have we for-
gotten? 1980 will present us with another escalation in prices, that's for sure, so why
not take another close look as what you have already carefully mounted and identi-
fied and do a bit of gloating . . . After all, that's what philately is all about ."

COMMENT . . .

About the new column "T—Party" — the author of same is a specialist in the field
and writes a specialized Swiss revenues column for The American Revenuer . Herr
Thaler (a nom de plume if you must know!) has been collecting and researching
revenue stamps for more years than he wants to admit . We can all look forward to
reading and digesting his most informative writings.

Until next month	 Happy Collecting!



THE POSTAL TREATY BETWEEN FRANCE

AND THE CANTON AND POSTAL

DISTRICT OF ZURICH
IN EFFECT FROM 1 APRIL 1829

By Hansuli Sieber ; reprinted with the permission of the author from Schweizerische
Briefmarken-Zeitung, 5/77. Translated by Chuck LaBlonde.

The post-Napoleonic postal treaties between France and various Swiss postal
administrations required, in either direction, prepayment of postage at least as far as
the border . In order to change this and to improve postal traffic negotiations leading
to new treaties were opened in 1828.

The subject of this article is the treaty with Zurich which was signed 21 November
1828 . France was represented by Baron de Villeneuve, and the Canton of Zurich and
and its postal district (i .e : the cantons of Zug, Schwyz, Thurgau, Glarus and Grisons)
by Jakob Hirzel.

The offices of Belfort and Zurich were named as the official border exchange
points ; as postal transfer points Huningue (outside Basel) was named for France, and
Lorrach (in Baden, also outside Basel) was named for Zurich (see note 1) . As excep-
tions, correspondence from the Departments Haut and Bas Rhin, Moselle, Meurthe
and Vosges was to be transmitted directly via Huningue and Basel (quasi a border zone
arrangement).

Article 6 of the treaty stated that prepayment of postage-was optional, with the
following exceptions:

- registered letters must be prepaid by the sender;
letters transiting France for England and the Netherlands must be prepaid to the
Swiss border (see figure 1 and note 2);
letters to Spain, Portugal and Gibraltar must be prepaid to the Franco-Spanish
border;
letters for overseas must be prepaid to the port of embarkation.
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POSTAL TREATY .

Article 11 : registered letters must be postmarked with the word CHARGE.
Article 12 : Prepaid letters, packages and goods must be marked not only with the

postmark from the city of origin but also with PP (port paye, figure 2).
Article 13 : In order to calculate postal charges France divided its territory into 10

zones based upon distance from Belfort ; Zurich divided its territory into 3 zones.
Unfranked French letters from the zone nearest Belfort were marked with L .F .2D
(Letter of France, 2 decimes) . Letters from more distant zones were marked with
L .F .3D etc ., up to L .F .11D (10 zones total ; see figure 3).
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POSTAL TREATY

Zurich on the other hand marked unfranked letters from its first zone (the Canton
of Zurich) with L .Z .BKr. (Letter of Zurich 8 kreuzers) ; from zone 2 (the Cantons of
Zug, Schwyz, Thurgau and Glarus) with L .Z .12 .Kr . (figure 4) ; from zone 3 (the Canton
of Grisons) with L .Z .16Kr . (figure 5).

Next to these markings the letters also had to show the postmark of the originating
city . If this was missing only the postage from the cheapest zone was refunded at the
transit point .

	

cont . next page
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POSTAL TREATY . .

For every 7 .5 grams worth of letter mail with the postmark LF2D Zurich paid
France 2 decimes or 20 centimes . For every 7 .5 gram letter with LF3D 30 centimes,
etc. Transit letters from Spain and Portugal cost Zurich 1 .20 francs per 7 .5 grams,
from overseas 1 .00 franc, from England 1 .10 francs and from Holland 50 centimes.

France on the other hand paid Zurich, according to the marks, 8, 12, or 16 kreuzer
per 7 .5 grams. In both directions letters were not weighed singly, but instead an entire
bundle bearing the same mark was weighed together . Thus the marks did not give
exact information on the cost of each letter but only on the postal tariffs in effect be-
tween France and Zurich. Commercial goods cost 1/3 of these rates ; registered letters
twice as much.

The respective amounts due were figured in francs and centimes . For the duration
of the treaty the exchange rate was set at 2 .30 francs to 60 kreuzer.

NOTE 1 : The official treaty, which rests in the postal museum at Paris, had an
additional "secret article :" As soon as Zurich and Basel could agree on a
postal exchange system for a closed parcel of letters the mail would be
exchanged directly through Basel and Huningue . This was to cause no
change in the treaty . At the same time the planned transit through Baden
(Germany) would be abandoned.

NOTE 2 : On November 22, 1829 Baron de Villeneuve and Daniel Steinmann, Postal
Director of the Canton of St . Gallen, signed a treaty by which St . Gallen
and Appenzell Cantons joined the France—Zurich treaty.

Figure 1 . Letter of 1834, from Gosau (Gossau, St . Gallen) to London (England) backstamped
FPO OC 17 1834) with Franco Grenze (paid to the border) affixed in Zurich . The French entry
mark A .E .J.F . means : Affranchi a I'etranger jusqu'a la frontiere, or foreign postage paid to the
French border (which eliminated any Swiss/French accounting needs) .

cont . next page
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POSTAL TREATY . . .

Figure 2 . Letter of January 31, 1837, from Chur, Grisons Canton (blue double line date strike
and blue Port paye in script) to Paris. The black P .P . was struck on in Zurich, the border exchange
point . The oval 7 (designating Huningue) A.E .D . (Affranchi a l'etranger jusqu'a la destination, or
paid abroad all the way to the point of destination) and the actual transit mark SUISSE PAR
BELFORT (from Switzerland by way of Belfort) are French marks, struck in red . Letter arrived
on February 4, 1837.

Figure 3. Letter of June 27, 1829 from 68 Lyon (France) to Gersau in the Canton of Schwyz
which belonged to the Zurich postal district . The black, French mark, L .F . 6 .D means "Letter
from France, 6 decimes " and shows the distance from Lyon to Belfort . The large 24 and the red
ink 34 most likely are Swiss Kreuzer markings.

Figure 4 . Letter of 1838, from Einsiedeln (spelled here Einsidlen) in the Canton of Schwyz, to
Lyon, France . The black L .Z .12.Kr. indicates the second Zurich zone . The French, red 5 shows
the distance in France . The manuscript 11 decimes apparently was the total charge collected in
Lyon.

Figure 5 . Letter of 1833 from the Grison Canton's Engadine valley (in Romansch) to Marseille,
France, to two Swiss pastry chefs . Blue valley postmark ENGADIN (the letter originated in Zuoz).
Black L .Z .16Kr . from the Zurich border exchange point designates the third Zurich district zone.
Red 6 and the Belfort in box are French marks. Cds . backstamp (arrival).

Figure 6 . Letter of 1830, Brussels (Belgium) to Zoutz (Zuoz) in the Grisons Canton, routed
through France . Instead of two different markings (country of origin and transit mark) a single,
black mark was used, P.B .T .F . (Pays Bas, Transit France : Netherlands ; transit through France).
[Similarly, combined marks stating A .T .F . would show the country of origin as England (Angle-
terre) ; E .T.F . as Spain (Espagne) ; C .T.F . as America (colonies) .] Manuscript marking "fco 1re fre
de france " means paid to the French border . The crayon and ink numerals, front and back, even-
tually determined what the recipient had to pay upon delivery.
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A "DRAMA MORSEL" FOR OUR READERS

Thanks to Mr . Thomas Fuerst, immediate past president of the Chicago Philatelic
Society, we are able to show readers of TELL a very fitting Swiss para-philatelic item.
"Arnold," who wrote the illustrated postcard to Chicago, reports from Seelisberg,
mountain resort above Lake Lucerne, and reachable by cable car from Treib, ship
station on the line from Flüelen (near Altdorf) to Brunnen and Luzern, on August 18,
(canceled on the 19th), that "the performance was good" and that he has been "for 8
days now at Seelisberg ." The card he sent is imprinted "official postcard" of the Tell
performances in Altdorf, capital of Uri canton — and the Schiller play is still per-
formed there today . According to the Swiss Geographic Dictionary the Tell drama
was initially performed there, on an open stage, in 1899 ; thus our visitor saw the play
in its third season . On the picture side (see cover) Schiller's characters are identified,
from top left : Werner Stauffacher, Walter Fuerst, Arnold von Melchthal, Roesselmann
(pastor), William Tell and his boy, Werner v . Attinghausen, Bertha von Bruneck,
Hermann Gessler, Ulrich von Rudenz . Who played the characters is not indicated!

On the message side are the two truly interesting details : a red label announcing the
Altdorf Tell performances of 1901, giving the performance dates of July 7, 14, 28;
August 11, 18, 25 ; and September 1 and 8 . And to make the card "official" there is a
violet handstamp, proclaiming TELL-SPIELHAUS (Tell playhouse) * Altdorf (Ur
and repeating the reproduction of Richard Kissling's Tell monument (in Altdorf)
erected 1895 . A cute piece — not very philatelic, but certainly a charming Helveticum.
(Mercifully, most of the Chicago arrival machine cancel (lower left) missed the card!)

FG

Footnote : Friedrich von Schiller (1759-1805) was a German dramatist, poet and historian who
wrote the play William Tell in 1804 . The legend of William (or Wilhelm) Tell is also
the subject of plays by Lemierre (1766) and Knowles (1840), and of the opera by
Rossini (1829).
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SWITZERLAND:
A PANORAMA OF ITS POSTAL HISTORY AND STAMPS — 9
A serialization for TELL of the A . H .P.S. Slide Show (available through APS)

by HARLAN STONE

NATIONAL EXPOSITION STAMPS

In 1939 two unusual sets commemorated Switzer-
land's national exposition of Swiss products in Zurich
that year . The postal administration returned to the
use of all three official languages and each set of
stamps appeared in three versions with the inscription
in German, French and Italian . One set shows sym-
bolic scenes of Swiss life, and the
second set shows a flowering

branch and crossbow symbolic of Swiss craftsmanship . The
stamps shown here include one French and German example
from each of the sets.

WORLD WAR II
SOLDIER "STAMPS"

With the outbreak of World War II in 1939, the mobilized Swiss
troops quickly resurrected the idea of so-called soldier "stamps."

The designers, with no restrictions on design, color
or shape, turned out almost 3,000 different issues.
These "stamps" show great imagination in their sym-
bolic representations of individual military units
and, in many cases, great beauty as well . Although
these "stamps" are considered only labels, they are
of great interest to many Swiss collectors, especially
on military covers.

HISTORICAL STAMPS

As war raged around neutral Switzerland in 1941, the postal administration issued a
nine-stamp definitive series recalling the country's own famous military history . The
stamps depicted here show early Swiss patriots and warriors, including William Tell
and his cross bow.
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

PART 79: ROLLER CANCELLATIONS BY FELIX GANZ

Roller cancellations to a collector may well be the least liked postmarks of any kind . Granted,
for a postal employee (window clerk) who may have to hand cancel considerable numbers of
stamps on uneven, bulging, or resilient surfaces of parcels, a roller cancel provides a quick means
of performing one's duty of making sure that all stamps are obliterated — but pretty they are not,
and legible they are only in rare instances.

In Switzerland, these hand rollers (which are not too different in their operation from a
cookie or dough cutter) most often have been used at parcel windows ; but they may be found
elsewhere in some post offices . According to Eduard Greminger ("Die Entwicklung des Post-
stempels in den letzten hundert Jahren," in Postzeitschrift, Nr . 6, 1949 of the GD-PTT, Bern)
Switzerland did not introduce roller cancels until 1928 . They are self-inking devices, and they
produce a continuous mark by virtue of the wavy lines that complement the circular date die en-
graved on the cylinder. On Swiss and Liechtenstein rollers seen there are apparently always six
wavy lines . Reports on fewer or more lines will be welcome.

From much too small a number of actual strikes at hand to permit a final typology, the pre-
liminary classification emerges as follows:

I . Rollers without Postal Code Number (with roller lines positioned vertically).
A . Double circle with enclosed date bridge (which contains day ; month in Arabic figure ; year

in two digits ; and hour of the day which at times is replaced by a solid, black square):
1) Town name at top ; Swiss cross — most of the time unshaded — in upper semicircle;

postal district number, in Roman figures (which may be either serifed or block) in lower
semicircle ; three stars in lower rim (Fig. 1).

2) Similar to above, but in lieu of stars the office's service branch (Paketannahme ; Brief-
annahme ; Lettere ; Massenannahme ; Exp . lettres ; etc.) or — in the case of branch offices,
the office's branch name (Fig . 2), or occasionally the canton's name.

3) Similar to above, but without stars or decorations in lower rim (Fig . 3).
4) Similar to above ; probably only two stars in lower rim (Fig . 4 ; seen only from St. Gallen

4, Kaufhaus).
The Swiss cross in the upper semicircle often is solid black — probably unintentional and
caused by overinking, lint, or the like.

B . Double circle with enclosed date bridge . Similar to A, above ; but including the letters P .P.
(postage prepaid) and rightfully found only on mail without postage stamps:
1) P.P . in small block letters in lower rim (Fig . 5);
2) P.P . in serifed caps in lower semicircle, and thus without postal district number (Fig . 6).
3) Large, serifed P .P. which interrupts the inner circle, at foot of postmark (Fig . 7);

C . Double circle, interrupted by continuous date bridge (Fig . 8) ; seen only from Bern 1 Pake-
tannahme, with apparent room for the hour of day, but hour not set to show;

D . Single circle, with floating date in box (similar to the Swiss P .P . handstamps until 1965) and
a large P.P . at foot (Fig . 9 ; seen to date only from Olten 1).

Il . Rollers with Postal Code Number (roller lines positioned horizontally) ; introduced in the mid-
1960s:
A . Single circle with date bridge composed of day, month (in Arabic) and year only (NO hour

of day) between two semicircles (the type may also be called "double circle with open
bridge")
1) Town name at top ; unshaded Swiss cross in upper semicircle ; three stars in lower rim;

capital R (for "Roller") in lower semicircle (Fig . 10) ;

cont . next page
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SALE NO . 41

Dear Members,

My thanks to those of you who wrote me to let me know your thoughts about the

new auction format. I've tried to incorporate as many of the suggestions as possible
into this month's issue, and I hope that you will continue to let me know of your
ideas for further improvement.

Lotted below is an unusually large selection of the Standing Helvetia issue . I have
tried to be extremely careful in describing the centering and cancels so that you can
best determine an intelligent bid . Most of these items are extremely nice and very
difficult to find these days.

Best of luck to all in Auction 41 . The closing date will be May 1,1980.

For this auction 1 Sfr = .62¢ U .S .











ROLLER CANCELLATIONS — cont . from page 61

2) Similar to above, but in lieu of stars the office's service branch (Annahme ; Depot ; Brief-
versand ; etc .) or, in the case of branch offices the office's name, in the lower rim.
NOTE : a variety of letters may be found in the lower semicircle . For branch offices it
seems to be "R" . Rollers from Bern and Lausanne have been seen with lower case
"clerks' letters" a, b, c, d in place of the R ; and at least in Basel 2 a roller device is used
that states "AK" in the same spot. (Figs . 11—13).

B . Similar to II . A ., but in lieu of the lower semicircle a large, block lettered P .P . below the
date bridge's lower line (Fig . 14).

For Liechtenstein (where roller cancels seem to be used only in Balzers, Schaan, and Vaduz)
Schaan had a roller without postal code number that corresponds to roller type I,A2, except that
the upper semicircle is blank . The three current rollers used in the Principality also belong to
Group I (double circle) ; but they feature a postal code number, the country's coat of arms in the
upper, and a figure "9" in the lower semicircle (Fig . 15) . The one from Schaan first featured the
hour of day ; those from Balzers and Vaduz do not, nor does the current one from Schaan.

The reporting of any additional types or subtypes which you may come across in your own
collection will be very much appreciated.
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No . 1
INTRODUCTION TO

SWISS REVENUE STAMPS

The members of AHPS should be
pleased with those dedicated individuals
who administer their society because al-
though l am a new member here they
already have me working.

This is my first column in TELL and
if the editor is happy with me you will be
seeing THE TEA—PARTY in every issue
— well, almost every issue . I will be writ-
ing about Swiss revenue stamps of all
kinds — Federal, Cantonal and Municipal.

I have decided to call my column THE
TEA—PARTY because we are just a small
party in the corner of TELL . I also had
in mind the fact that our ancestors estab-
lished our nation in opposition to taxa-
tion through the use of stamps and made
their point by having a Tea Party .in
Boston Harbor. These patriots hated
revenue stamps, but there is no reason for
you to keep up that tradition.

A revenue stamp is an adhesive piece
of paper (or foil) that is issued by a tax-
collecting or fee-collecting official body
as a convenient way of raising money.
The user buys the stamp at a designated
location and affixes the stamp to the
article which he wants to use . This article
can be a legal document or a check or a
publicity poster or a passport, etc . The

variety of such articles is quite substan-
tial . The principal difference between
revenue and postage stamps is that the
money paid for a postage stamp is in-
tended to pay for a service rendered to
the user . In the case of revenue stamps
one has to look intensely for the quid pro
quo. Generally the fees for the revenue
stamps go into the general coffers of the
issuing governmental agency, and no ser-
vice is rendered . For example, many
revenue stamps were intended to be used
for collecting income taxes in Switzer-
land . Now you know darn well that the
only service you could expect from the
tax collector would be his checking your
return to see that you paid all that you
should have paid.

And the teeth that the collecting
agency had to ensure that everyone used
the revenue stamps — what were these?
Simple. Without the stamps your legal
document was invalid, your poster would
be torn down, your check would not be
honored, you would be assessed double
or you might have to pay a fine . Easy,
wasn't it?

It was so easy that every canton and
city and village could issue these stamps -
and many of them did and still do . They
started appearing as adhesives in the
1850's (and as revenue stamped paper
long before that) . The pioneer cantons
issuing revenue stamps were Basel (1860),
Geneve (1860), Ticino (1855) and
Zurich (1857).

Let ' s talk about the Federal, cantonal
and Municipal issues next time, eh?

M. N. Thaler

DON'T BE FOOLED

This illustration is a Helvetia retouch marking aide (known as
Helve grün in the Zumstein accessories list) which is used by collectors to
mark or designate retouches, plate flaws, defects, varieties, etc . They
have been seen printed in grey, light green — even violet! Recently
one auction house listed such an "aide" with a suggested price of
$100. — which was quickly withdrawn when they were informed
(and in no uncertain terms) that the "lot" was but a "marking aide".

Through the courtesy of one of our members, a "card of aides" is enclosed with
this issue of TELL . Additional copies are available at a minimum charge . Contact
the editor.
TELL
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FAKES

SOCIETE DES NATIONS OVERPRINTS WITHOUT PEDIGREE

While the apparent first day of issue, stated to be October 3, 1922 (in Misteli and
in Zumstein) may recently have been severely questioned by the finding of a regis-
tered, backstamped letter with date of August 22, 1922, the items below must not
only be seriously questioned, but must be retired from the market by a unified effort
of all Switzerland and United Nations collectors . It seems that the producers of these
false overprints are quite unaware of the nature of these stamps, and therefore spotting
the fakes is rather easy if the following, previously noted (Bob Zeigler) factors are
observed.

Société des Nations overprinted stamps of Switzerland were valid only in Geneva —
with brief, notable exceptions when SdN congresses took place elsewhere in Switzer-
land . Thus any stamp with a cancellation NOT reading GENEVE 1, 2, or GENEVE
10 (or maybe LUGANO or LOCARNO)
must be suspect from the very beginning.
Likewise, the lower inscription in the cds
(or rarely a temporary, rectangular mark-
ing) should state SOCIETE DES NA-
TIONS (or, from Geneve 1 : CONSIGNE,
EXP . LETTRES, TRANSIT, or something
like that. Any German text, any Italian
text, any group of three stars, a Swiss
cross, or fleuron decorations and a cross,
etc . should immediately put a collector
on "red alert."

Some of the SdN overprinted stamps
shown here would not fool anyone except
perhaps a ten year old child, or a raw be-
ginner ; but knowing the bit with the
improbability of cancellations other than
GENEVE may prevent a lot of tears later.
The postmarks on the "fakes" to your
right read as follows : 1) PASPELS (Grau-
bünden) ; 2) HORW, and cross; 3) ES-
CHENZ, and cross ; 4) OBERHOFEN AM
THUNERSEE, III, and cross ; 5) MUTT-
ENZ (postal district V) ; 6) no town name
visible, but postal district V and three
stars ; and 7) (hard to see since on a violet
10 cts value) MONTHEY and postal dis-
trict Il . So please check town cancels be-
fore buying false SdN overprints . It is
much easier to do that than to try to
figure out whether or not the cancel is
over the overprint, or the overprint over
the postmark!

The false overprints are further dis-
tinguishable as follows : Item 1 has a
double overprint. Although we shall not
argue the possibility of the existence of
double overprinted SdN stamps, such an
overprint should at least be of proper
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SdN OVERPRINTS — continued

size . The proper SdN overprint measures 13 by 7 mm, counting the serifs and the
diacritical slashes above the E . Our number one imposter's overprint, not counting
the extension of length caused by the horizontal doubling, is 12¼ by 6½ mm. It also
lacks serifs on the N's of NATIONS and is a prime example of a cheaply created
falsification.

In item No. 2 the size of 13 x 7 mm is pretty well reproduced ; but the overprint is
smeary, the initial S has a different form, and the small letters DES in the second line
are of wrong shape and size. The diacritical marks on the two Es of the top line are
squashed and connected to the letters (in the originals they are detached).

Figure (and culprit) 3 is a laughter again which one recognizes from ten feet away:
it measures about 12½' by 7 mm, but the letters are much too thin ; the two letters `O'
are different (one is round, the other like a plum) ; the three lines of text are too close
to each other ; and the diacritical marks, aside from being too steep, touch the letters E.

Items 4 and 5 probably are from the same, false overprinting plate . They are also
quite similar to item 1 with the double overprint . The total measurements are smaller
than those of the authentic items, and the dead giveaway is the absence of serifs on the
N of Nations (left leg).

Item 6 is much more dangerous . It may have been produced by photochemical
process, using an original overprint as direct model . It slants a bit to the right (which
on originals, at least to this observer, does not happen) and the last E's bottom bar
ends with a little upswing rather than with a serif ; but this one might fool a lot of
people.

Item 7's overprint is too small : only about 12¼ by 6¼ mm; The diacritical marks
touch the Es ; the first N of NATIONS has no serif on its left leg.

In conclusion a proper overprint on a stamp (8) used during the LUGANO SdN
Conference of 1928 is shown . . . just to confuse the issue!!!

In short — BEWARE, and double check before buying .
FELIX GANZ

NEW PUBLICITY CANCELS
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CHANGES IN SWISS POST OFFICES. ..	

Offices closed : 4571 Balm bei Messen (SO) 12-1-79 ; 8774 Leuggelbach (GL) 12-1-79;
2741 Les Ecorcheresses (BE) 11-1-79 ; 7299 Seewis Station (GR) 2-1-80.

Postal Acceptance Stations closed : 1961 Veysonnaz-Station (VS) 8-31-79 . This one
received a cds, its first, on 7-2-79 and thus that cancel was available only for 2 months.

New Post Offices : 6020 Emmenbrücke 3 — Oberhof (LU) 11-23-79.

Office changed to an Accept . Station : 6951 Oggio (TI), (no change in cancel).

Acceptance Station changed to Post Office : 4310 Rheinfelden 2 Augarten (no change
in cancels).

Renamed Postal Facilities : 2741 Souboz (BE) as of 11-1-79 became 2741 Souboz-Les
Ecorcheresses ; 4113 Flüh (SO) as of 1-1-80 became 4113 Bättwil-Flüh ; 3901 Gstein-
Gabi (Simplon) on 1-1-80 became 3901 Gabi (Simplon) ; 2000 Neuchatel5 Cassardes
will shortly be known as 2000 Neuchatel 5 La Cassarde ; 5224 Stalden bei Brugg (AG)
since 1-1-80 is 5224 Unterbözberg ; 2711 Predame (JU) (3-17-80) is 2711 Le Predame.
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postscriptum
UP

Prices realized on lots from the Marken-Muller AG (Basel) auction in February
again shows the upward bidding trend on material offered by the Swiss auction firms.
You may request their next catalogue by writing them at Birsigstrasse 111, CH-4011
Basel . And please refer to the ads in this month's TELL for the Taro-Versand and
Perucchi-Briefmarken auctioneers.

AHPS DECEMBER 1979 AUCTION No .39 RESULTS . . .

o
FINAL NOTE : Just a little trivia . . . TELL is now being
folded and stitched on our Print Shop's brand new folder and
bindery equipment which they have just installed . Beautiful
machinery, and — MADE IN SWITZERLAND!!!
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